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the original application can be read and modified using the original ide and the new application
can be designed using the same ide. refox will transparently read, compile and save all source
code files of the original application. the new application can then be saved and run from the
ide just as if it was created from scratch. in addition, the same application settings, shortcuts
and icons can be used for the new application just as if it was created from scratch. thus, the

application can be easily deployed to other users. visual foxpro and foxpro 2.x applications are
typically separated into one or more files that are compiled into an application. refox can view

the source code of all of these files. this allows the user to see the source code of every file
used by the application. it also allows the user to view the code of the database files. the

decompiler from refox software can be used in an unlimited number of visual foxpro and foxpro
2.x projects to extract source code from compiled files. the decompiler is designed to maximize
the number of files that can be decompiled from the same executable. it supports files with the

extension of.pjx,.pjt, and.pj. it also supports files with the extension
of.hdb,.mdf,.mdx,.mdb,.mbx, and.mxm. the application from refox software has an exclusive

feature to view the project file and the compiled files in visual foxpro and foxpro 2.x
applications. in addition, it has a built-in compiler to render the project files with pjx, pjt

extensions and compiles all vfp source code. it also shows the usage of the database files like
tables, queries, forms, reports, etc. in the original application.
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